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Light weight, low fatigue
Easy to use like spectacle
Crystal clear vision
Minimized fogging
Less claustrophobic (Should not feels like wearing one)
Smooth edges
Cool design
Affordable
Durable
Reusable
Easy to dismantle each piece
Remove, disinfect and reuse within 3 minute
Can be worn with specs and other PPE kits
Can be branded easily
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Mudita Technologies
Building No. 298/A2, University road,
CUSAT P.O, Kochi, Kerala, INDIA 682022
www.mudita.tech; sales@mudita.tech

Contact us: +91 9606464641

About us: One of the major issues faced by frontline warriors like medical team during the time of pandemic diseases like COVID 19 is the availability of good quality
personal protective gears. Common face masks will not give a complete protection while using, especially for medical professionals who is constantly engaging with
diseased people. Face apparels are highly used in Europe and USA in medical field to protect the face completely. We at Mudita figured out that face apparel prescribed
in western countries need some amendments to suit our needs in India. Our design team was engaged to refine the design with certain improvements suggested by
Medical professionals from Government Hospitals and a refined product was made. The Mudita Personal protection apparel.
Disclaimer: This product is not a medical device and is not a replacement for face mask. Mudita Technologies does not accept liability of any kind, be it direct or consequential (including,
but not limited to, loss of profit, businesses and/or goodwill) arising from reliance upon any information herein provided by Mudita Technologies . The user is responsible for determining
the suitability of the product for their intended use. Nothing in this statement will be deemed to exclude or restrict Mudita Technologies liability for death or personal injury arising from
its negligence.

